About TACP Association
Tactical Air Control Party has always been one of the smallest careers in the entire scope of the Armed
Services. It is our small size that has created the camaraderie upon which our Association is based.
We promote a warrior spirit among the TACP community by sponsoring and coordinating events in
which TACPA members celebrate our career field. Together as a community, we remember the Fallen,
honor the living and support TACP families.

Helping Our Community
TACPA GIVING 2020

$80,000

Remember
In a year in which events were a challenge, the TACP community
demonstrated the commitment to honoring our fallen TACPs. Forty-one
teams joined the TACP 24HR challenge this year. They ran, rucked, or
walked over 10,775.3 miles to support the Association, raising $75,000
for the TACPA support program.

Honor
TACPA, in conjunction with HAF TACP, has launched a recognition
program to shine a light on the amazing accomplishments across the
career field and honor past and present TACPs.

Support
TACPA continues to support TACP families with the Immediate Needs
Program. This year, TACPA supported a retired TACP with the purchase
of a service dog, provided air travel for an Airman to be with his family
during a tragedy, and supported a TACP family with expenses affiliated
with autism-related medical care for their young child.

HONOR

REMEMBER

SUPPORT

The TACP Association honors the
active and retired TACPs by supporting
on-base events and through our
recognition program in partnership
with Air Force Headquarters. Our
reunion events bring together past
and present TACPs to celebrate
accomplishments, foster the TACP
network, and reignite the brotherhood
of the TACP community.

The TACP Association remembers
TACPs that have been killed in combat,
accident, training, or tragedy by hosting
an annual 24 hour memorial. Active
units, as well as civilians, participate
in the TACP Challenge to honor these
men and keep their memory alive
within the TACP community.

The TACP Association supports its
members in times of adversity through
immediate needs grants that cover
medical, housing, transportation and
bereavement requests.
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